
Two increasing popular approaches to management learning help participants merge
knowledge and action to solve real-world problems. Participants and facilitators should

understand the benefits and risks involved in each of these action technologies.

Action Learning and Action Science^

Are They Different?

JOSEPH A. RAELIN

A number of epistemological technologies
have evolved in the past 50 years bearing

the term "action" as part of their reference la-
bel. Although not always credited, Kurt Lewin
is this author's nomination as the founder of
these so-called "action technologies," in that
they seem to have their genesis in his refer-
ence to action research as a means of conduct-
ing systematic inquiry into group phenomena.

The common basis for most of these tech-
nologies is that knowledge is to be produced
in service of action. As opposed to "positivist"
models that were designed to develop theo-
ries purposely separated from practice in or-
der to predict truth, action research applied
theory directly in the field, with scholars and
practitioners collaborating. This approach ac-
knowledged rather than rejected the role of
personal feelings within the research context.
Both theorists and practitioners would open
themselves to inquiry as they sought to "un-
freeze" the assumptions underlying their ac-
tions.

Evolving from action research are two of
the most popular action technologies or strate-

gies in use today, action learning and action
science. Action learning, most practiced in Eu-
rope and first associated with the work of Reg
Revans, is based on the straightforward peda-
gogical notion that people learn most effec-
tively when working on real-time problems
occurring in their own work setting. Action
science, most practiced in the United States
and associated with the work of Chris Argyris,
is an intervention method based on the idea
that people can improve their interpersonal
and organizational effectiveness by exploring
the hidden beliefs that drive their actions.

The purpose of this article is to distin-
guish these two technologies in a way that
will assist those organization development
practitioners who may serve as facilitators in
both. Readers who are unfamiliar with either
technology may consult the sidebars, pages 22
and 23, for an overview. After reviewing their
foundational similarities, we will consider the
principal differences between the two meth-
ods and address some of the advantages and
risks associated with each. Readers who serve
as facilitators might wish to reflect on their in-
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What Is Action Learning?

Action learning describes a developmental approach,
used in a group setting but affecting the Individual and or-
ganizationai levels of experience, that seeks to apply and
generate theory from real (not simulated) work situations.
In Reg Revans' original conceptualization, leaming results
from the independent contributions of programmed in-
struction (designated P) and spontaneous questioning
(designated Q), P constitutes infonnation and skill derived
trom material already formulated, digested, and present-
ed, typically through coursework, Q is knowledge and skill
gained by apposite questioning, investigation, and exper-
imentation.

For Revans, Q was the component that produces
most behavioral change since it results from interpreta-
tions of experience and knowledge accessible to the
leamer. These interpretations are bolstered by feedback
from mutual leamers who participate in a debriefing of the
learner's workplace experiences. Hence, actions taken
are subject to inquiry about their effectiveness. Including
a review of how one's theories were applied to practice.
Participants leam as they work by taking time to reflect
with peers who offer insights into their workplace prob-
lems.

In a typical action learning program, a series of pre-
sentations constituting programmed instruction might be
given on a designated theory or theoretical topic, in con-

junction with these presentations, students might be
asked to apply their prior and new knowledge to a real
project that is sanctioned by organizational sponsors and
that has potential value, not only to the participant but also
to the organizational unit to which the project is attached.
Throughout the program, students continue to work on
the projects with assistance from other participants as
well as from qualified facilitators or advisors who help
them make sense of their project experiences in light of
relevant theory.

This feedback feature principally occurs in learning
teams or "sets" typically composed of five to seven par-
ticipants. During the learning team sessions, the students
discuss not only the practical dilemmas arising from ac-
tions in their work settings, but also the application or
misapplication of concepts and theories to these actions.
Further, the group develops a social culture in its own
right, which presents participants with lessons regarding
group dynamics. Team members also provide encour-
agement to one another.

Not all organizational problems are solved or are even
meant to be solved in action leaming. Rather, the experi-
ence is designed to confront learners with the constraints
of organizational realities, leading oftentimes to the dis-
covery of alternative and creative means to accomplish
their objectives.

tervention styles to determine if they have
leanings toward one technology over the oth-
er. If they are capable of using both, they are
invited to consider whether they should be
using them sequentially or simultaneously.

The material that follows reviews these
and other issues, drawing on transcriptions
from actual facilitator interventions (either
mine or those published by others) to illus-
trate the concepts in use. My hope is that by
being more aware of the distinctions in action
technologies, OD facilitators will be better
able to illustrate the respective methods for
participants and forecast their likely effects.

ARE THEY DIFFERENT?

Experienced facilitators tend to acknowledge
a fair amount of similarity between action
learning and action science. In both action

technologies, the "work" within the group
tends to focus on one individual at a time, yet
the ultimate aim is improvement of interper-
sonal and organizational behavioral process-
es. Both emphasize the use of knowledge in
ser\'ice of action. Both are designed to be par-
ticipatory and even collaborative. Each em-
ploys an experimental (as opposed to pre-sel)
methodology, predominantly conducted in a
group setting. Each encourages the presence
of a skilled facilitator who helps the group
make use of actual situations, as opposed to
simulated experiences.

There is also considerable focus on reedu-
cation and reflection. This means that the par-
ticipants, normally adult practitioners, seek to
improve themselves, especially in regard to
their human interactions and practices. They
accomplish this primarily through critical self-
reflection, which by raising consciousness
tends to permit more control over one's actions.
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What Is Action Science?

Action science is an intervention approach, also
aimed at the individual, team, and organizational leveis of
experience, for helping learners increase their effective-
ness in social situations through heightened awareness
of the assumptions behind their actions and interactions-
Individuals' mental models—the images, assumptions,
and stories of themselves and of others—are often
untested and unexamined and, consequently, often erro-
neous. Action science brings these mental models into
consciousness In such a way that new, more serviceable
models can be formed.

Action science thus calls for the deliberate question-
ing of existing perspectives and interpretations, a pro-
cess referred to as "double-loop" learning. When a mis-
match occurs between our values and our actions, most
of us attempt to narrow the gap by trial-and-error learn-
ing. We also prefer to maintain a sense of control over
the situation, over ourselves, and over others. In double-
loop learning, we subject even our governing values to
critical reflection, creating free and informed choice, valid
infomiation, and high internal commitment to any new
behavior attempted.

Action scientists refer to the set of understandings
with which we group the world as an "action model," In
many organizational situations involving interpersonal in-
teraction, especially those involving threat or embarrass-
ment, we may automatically invoke a so-called "Model f

program. This program allows us to save face, avoid
upset, and maintain control. Since this kind of reaction
often produces self-reinforcing pattems that seal off self-
discovery, action science facilitators work with partici-
pants to engage in "Model IT responses. These re-
sponses allow for the exploration of interpersonal
differences and mutual responsibility,

Donald Schon prefers the term "reflection-in-action"
to characterize the rethinking process in which someone
attempts to discover how what he or she did contributed
to an unexpected or expected outcome. In order to en-
gage in reflection-in-action, participants might start by
describing a situation and then, upon reflection, provide
a frame that characterizes not only their intentions but
also explains the inferences they draw from others' re-
sponses. Then, they might inquire as to how others in the
group see it. Group members might reflect on these
frames, offer feedback, and subsequently begin to sur-
face and test their own underlying assumptions and re-
spective reasoning processes.

The aim is to narrow inconsistencies between one's
espoused theories and one's theories-in-use. Espoused
theories are those characterizing what we say we will do.
Theories-in-use describe how we "actually" behave. The
goal of action science is to uncover our theories-in-use
and, in particular, to distinguish between those that in-
hibit and those which promote learning.

Behind these similarities, which are also
to some extent generic to action research, lie
some significant differences, especially at the
level of implementation. Hence, for someone
who assumes a facilitation role, it becomes
critical to know where, for example, action
learning ends and action science begins.

We can begin to distinguish between the
two technologies by applying a set oi criteria
formulated to analyze action research-type
interventions. These criteria, in combination
with real-world examples chosen to illustrate
important qualitative differences in interac-
tion style and process, will clarify the funda-
mental differences between the two.

Purpose

Although action learning and action science
each seeks to benefit individuals by helping

them become more effective in achieving use-
ful action, especially in their organizations, ac-
tion science goes deeper than action learning.
It explicitly asks learners to examine the rea-
soning processes they use, based on the belief
that a person can improve action only when
his or her mental models become more ex-
plicit. As people in groups behave more con-
sistently with their espoused beliefs and make
their inferences known, the level of public
discourse naturally improves.

Action learning, on the other hand, does
not require this level of depth. Although one's
assumptions about actit>n are typically exam-
ined, action learning is more concerned with
behavioral change through public reflection
on real work practices.

Consider an example. The vice president
of a chain of retail outlets (lumber and hard-
ware products) is concerned about low levels
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ot commitment from the chain's part-time
check-out clerks. He has undertaken a project
aimed at determining why their motivation is
lower than their full-time counterparts.

In an action learning set, the facilitator
might start by having this executive, call him
Joe, describe the project and anticipated inter-
vention in clinical detail. In a fairly well-de-
veloped set, members may join in by probing
the details and Hie assumptions underlying
his plans and actions-

Let's say that Joe determines that the best
way to obtain data from the part-time clerks
would be through a series of focus groups
made up of three or four clerks from each
work shift. Someone in the group might chal-
lenge this methodology, pointing out that fo-
cus groups can be intimidating to part-timers
and thus yield unreliable information. In this
participant's view, Joe might be better off in-
terviewing selected clerks individually or bet-
ter yet, have someone else, with less status in
the company, inter\'iew them.

Joe would then reflect on his intervention
approach anci decide whether to change his
plans. Other questions from the facilitator
might attempt to ascertain why Joe has cho-
sen this project over others. !s it one that the
company's president has a particular interest
in, or is it a genuine concern of Joe's?

In some action learning sets, questions
and responses of this nature might ensue for
the entire duration of the meeting. Notice that
the focus tends to be on one member alone, at
least until time is allocated to another member
or to the set as a whole. A lot of probing goes
on, but it tends to focus on the member's plans
and actions that typically take place or are
about to take place in a separate work setting.
When the focus shifts to the set itself, attention
centers on how to make the group more ef-
fective as a learning vehicle for its member-
ship. This might require learning how to ap-
ply active listening and offer feedback more
effectively, how to check on one's assump-
tions about others, how to apply classroom
theories in practice, and so on.

Now, contrast this with the dynamics that
might occur in an action science group. Rather
than spending a majority of time on Joe's
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plans and offering suggestions regarding use-
ful interventions, the facilitator and group
members will focus more directly on Joe and
his organization. For example, the facilitator
might start by asking Joe why this problem
has been standing around looking for a solu-
tion. Joe might answer by saying it hasn't
been a high priority atid that management
has assumed that the clerks' low motivation
couldn't be helped. The facilitator might then
ask Joe if he feels the same way as "manage-
ment." Joe might answer that he has always
been concerned but didn't fee! that the presi-
dent considered it a priority.

At this point, the facilitator might ask
whether Joe, as a rule, disavows those issues
with which he believes the president won't
agree. Joe might explain that he carefully
monitors what he says, as do others in man-
agement. No one, including himself, wants to
be seen as contradictory.

In action science terms, Joe has not only
offered an observation but also provided an
initial inference regarding his perception of
the behavior of others.

Although it might be possible to stop
here, most action science facilitators would in-
quire whether Joe would like to pursue the is-
sue further. Assuming he would, the facilita-
tion could proceed using a number of
different methods. For example, the facilitator
might draw out Joe's inferences by asking
what he assumes drives the president's be-
havior. The facilitator and group might also
inquire what makes Joe and his colleagues so
reluctant to bring up so-called "contradictory"
issues with the president.

Another technique might be to have Joe
write out a case in which he recounts a con-
versation with the president about a contro-
versial issue. In the margin or on one side of
the page adjoining the narrative, Joe would
write down what he and the president were
thinking when they responded in particular
ways. A conceptual map might be drawn
wherein Joe displays his action strategies us-
ing both Model I and Model II learning ap-
proaches (see sidebar on action science for
definitions of these terms). Joe might be invit-
ed to role-play a conversation with the presi-

dent wherein he practices a Model II action
strategy. Finally, an "on-line" conversation
might be constructed whereby members of
the group agree to role-play key figures in the
scenario in order to demonstrate Joe's cogni-
tive and behavioral responses. Whatever
method is chosen, the ultimate purpose is to
surface defensive or inhibiting behaviors
blocking operating effectiveness.

Although both technologies seek to ben-
efit the organization, action learning's impact
is often more direct and short-term, as this ex-
ample shows. Projects are undertaken that
can have an immediate and projected residu-
al impact on the sponsoring unit. Real prob-
lems also constitute the most appropriate data
for analysis in action science. But It is only af-
ter a reasonable number of organizational
members begin to operate under Model 11 as-
sumptions that a sought-after cultural shift is
likely to occur.

Finally, the example points out differ-
ences regarding the anticipated depth of
change. Although both focus on interperson-
al relationships (in this case, between Joe and
his co-workers, particularly his boss), an ac-
tion science intervention also intensifies the
focus on Joe's intrapersonal cognitive aware-
ness, namely, his perceptions about how he
functions in given situations. Joe is also given
the opportunity to examine the inferences
behind his decisions to act or refrain from
acting. Action learning does not require this
level of cognitive awareness. The focus is
more instrumental, i.e., more concerned with
perceptions about changing work behavior
and work relationships.

Epislemology

Each of the two actioti technologies ap-
proaches the acquisition of knowledge in a
distinct way. Action learning is concerned
with making new ideas or recently acquired
theories tacit by placing them into natural ex-
perience. It operates at a practical or rational
level of discourse, seeking to make meaning
from experience. It thus seeks to help partici-
pants enhance their sensitivity to the ways
others perceive or react to them as well as
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how they, in turn, respond to others. With
new information in hand, they can learn to
change their communication patterns to be-
come more effective in the workplace.

Action science, on the other hand, is con-
cerned with making explicit or bringing into
awareness individuals' theories-in-use. It op-
erates at an emancipatory or reflective level of
discourse, seeking to explore the very premis-
es underlying the perceptions we formulate
of our world. Hence, whereas action learning
seeks to contextualize learning, action science
decontextualizes practice so that participants
can become more critical of their behavior
and explore the premises of their beliefs.

Consider a case involving a participant in
both an action learning and an action science
group.

Dan is an upper level executive in a
multinational firm headquartered in San
Francisco. Although he is on a "fast track" to
senior management, one tlaw might derail his
career; his tendency to "blow up" when oth-
ers don't see things his way or when he per-
ceives them (IS unsupportive. He presents an
example of this to the group. Michelle, his
boss, was planning to make a number of or-
ganizational changes that would affect his de-
partment. During the meeting in question,
Dan accused Michelle of acting unfairly and
irresponsibly. Michelle responded angrily
and warned Dan not to talk to her in that
way. The meeting escalated to a point of such
emotional fury that il had to be terminated.

An action learning facilitator would en-
courage Dan to expound in detail about this
scenario, testing out his assumptions about
his and Michelle's behavior. With the support
of the set, Dan might examine what he said
that triggered such a strong emotional re-
sponse by Michelle. Set members might ex-
emplify how he broke the canons of healthy
two-way communication by, for example, us-
ing accusations rather than descriptive state-
ments. At this point, the focus would be on
clarifying what happened through apposite
questioning as a means of tracing the causes
of the emotional outburst.

Once Dan understands what happened,
the facilitator and set might consider ways to

overcome this unfortunate sequence of
events. Moreover, Dan might learn to im-
prove the quality of his interactions with oth-
ers who, like Michelle, might occasionally
trigger an uncontrolled emotional response.
The set would continue to propose ideas and
use questioning to elicit recommendations
from Dan himself.

Finally, a set adviser might ask Dan to
role play a subsequent conversation with
Michelle (or some other colleague). The per-
son playing Michelle would be thoroughly
prompted regarding her behavioral style.
Dan would try to incorporate any suggestions
from the set and would receive ongoing feed-
back about his revised communication style.

Action science intervention tends to re-
quire more direct facilitator intervention. For
example, Chris Argyris, in working through
an actual case from which this example was
drawn (from his book. Reasoning. Learning and
Action), asked Dan to illustrate what made
Michelle angry. He explained that he con-
sciously or subconsciously challenged her
and told her that she did not back him up. He
went on to say that he had never criticized
her that way before because they had devel-
oped a norm in their relationship of not criti-
cizing one another. "She knows that lam very
sen.sitive and 1 know that she is also very
sensitive when it comes to feelings about her
supportive role with subordinates."

At this point, Dan has acknowledged an
espoused theory, namely, that he should not
have been criticizing Michelle. However, he is
unaware of his theory-in-use, which is, in ef-
fect, that when attacked, he responds in kind.
Argyris used thu following intervention:

1 can understand how you could re-
sent jher accusations as the conversa-
tion escalated]. On the one hand, she
was telling you not to attack her. On
the other hand, she was, in your view,
attacking and putting you down. So
the first thing that hit me was that each
of you is doing to the other what nei-
ther of you wants the other to do to
you. Does it make sense to you that
you are behaving in the same way?
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As this case demonstrates (and this is a
minor portion of the complete case, which
goes on for 29 pages), the facilitator in action
science attempts to help the learner elicit the
deepest defensive reactions that he or she
brings either into the group or into work-
place interactions. In this case, Dan is led to
understand the preconceived inferences he
draws from others' behavior and how his re-
sponses can lead to an escalation of error.

As in action learning, the facilitator also
helps Dan design more constructive commu-
nication, but does so by probing his theory-in-
use. He or she would help Dan recognize his
deep defenses and leam to diagnose and im-
plement his own actions with more insight.
Finally, a session might be devoted to meth-
ods of uncovering the assumptions underly-
ing behavior in Michelle's group. This could
lead to an analysis of the defensive routines
that reinforce ineffective exchanges (e.g., no
one criticizes anyone else around here).

At the point of intervention, facilitators
need to acknowledge whether they plan to
engage in a practical or an emancipatory lev-
el of discourse. The practical level solicits in-
quiry regarding how others see someone who
has been or is currently engaged in action. By
using emancipatory discourse, action science
takes the intervention into another, perhaps
sequential level. It becomes permissible to
challenge not only the actor's theories-in-use
but the questioner's perceptions and infer-
ences to the point of challenging the entire
system's assumptive frame of reference.

For many participants and even for the
system under scrutiny, action science inter-
vention can be threatening, as it has the po-
tential to cause an entire reframing of the
practice world. Even participants in responsi-
ble positions may not have sufficient authori-
ty or independence of action to challenge
their cultures at the level of exposure sanc-
tioned by action science.

Ideology

Although both approaches are committed to
the expansion of participants' self-awareness,
they use processes arising from different ide-

ological foci. Action learning insists that learn-
ing emanate from the set participants them-
selves as they wrestle with live but puzzling
natural phenomena. It refutes the view that
knowledge can be reduced to a single all-in-
clusive perspective. Rather, it not only accepts
but encourages contributions from different
and contradictory points of view. The basis
for inquiry can be expert advice or folk wis-
dom arising from a community of practice.
However, the ultimate aim is to help mem-
bers discover solutions to their own problems.

An example of this form of inquiry comes
from Judy O'Neil, an action learning practi-
tioner, who reported how, in a set she was ob-
serving, a set member (rather than the facili-
tator) suggested a strategy known as "stop
and reflect." During stop and reflect periods,
participants stop and take time to gather their
thoughts—often in writing—and then pub-
licly let others in the set know what they're
thinking. In this particular set, the member in-
troduced this technique when two other
members simply could not agree im an inter-
vention strategy. One of the members re-
called what happened:

Stop and reflect.,,[was] sort of mind
shattering...We were going through a
number of discus.sions where we were
really at odds, that we just couldn't see
each others' points of view. We finally
did stop, and we wrote each tiling
down,,. And when we wrote it down,
[the Iwo points of view] were almost
identical... By taking that little bit of
time to actually understand the other
person's viewpoint, we took a giant
leap to where we were going.

Action science, in contrast, is committed
to a particular kind of self-awareness, in par-
ticular. Model II double-loop learning. Ac-
cordingly, participants take personal respon-
sibility to ensure that valid information is
presented such that they and others in the
group can make free and informed choices.
Working toward win-win rather than win-
lose solutions, participants operate under the
criterion of justice to ensure a fair and mutu-
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al examination of personal data including
feelings, assumptions, and inferences.

The different ideological foci expose par-
ticipants to contrasting experiences. Action
learning keeps the focus on project work un-
der the assumption that the skills applied will
generalize to other situations. Participants
look to improve their effectiveness in their
current work settings. Action science partici-
pants may be asked to create here-and-now,
on-line scenarios to help them work through
blockages arising from contrasts between
their reasoning and their actions.

It is typically more comfortable to begin a
team intervention using action learning, since
its ideology does not prescribe a particular
line of inquiry. As long as queries from set
members focus on a target member's assump-
tions and actions and are considerate and em-
pathic as opposed to self-interested and opin-
ionated, they are generally endorsed. At the
same time, it is sometimes advisable to move
from an action learning to an action science
intervention. Consider an example.

In one group I facilitated, a member
talked about her struggle to create a unified
team culture in a staff group drawn trom two
different organizations that had recently
merged. She recounted one constraint after
another, and for each, the group responded
with a myriad of suggestions for overcoming
the problem. Some issues involved interper-
sonal matters between particular statf mem-
bers, others were structural concerns related
to the roles these team members were to as-
sume in the newly constituted team.

The 45-minute exchange was lively and
frank. Other than offering a paraphrase to
help her clarify her response to a vice presi-
dent's request about formulating a mission
statement, I saw little need to intervene. She
finished her time slot by saying how much
she appreciated everyone's suggestions and
that she "might even use some of them." This
was followed by an awkward silence. Anoth-
er team member interrupted the silence by of-
fering to "go next." At this point I asked if ev-
eryone was ready to move on. All nodded
agreement.

Nevertheless, I decided to make an inter-

vention of the type that is more associated
with action science ideology. As the next
member began, I interrupted and said:

Excuse me, Paul. I'm sorry for inter-
rupting, but I detect that there may be
unfinished business left over from Jen-
nifer's work. Would you or anyone
else mind if 1 shared my concerns? [No
one voiced a concern, so I went on]. I
would like to propose a different kind
of dialogue from the kind we'vt̂  typi-
cally had. It will require us to look a lit-
tle deeper into our defenses and how
we choose to handle them when faced
with an event characterized by deep
emotion.

I went on to describe my inferences re-
garding the group's feelings: we all "felt" for
Jennifer in her role in the new team, but we
may also have felt our efforts to provide sug-
gestions were somewhat rebuffed. I illustrat-
ed my inference by referring to her comment
about "possibly" using some of them. I then
asked what reactions members, including
Jennifer, had to my comments.

When people began to concur that they
were somewhat perturbed by her apparent
callousness, I asked if the group wanted to dig
deeper into our interaction patterns as a
group. It was at this point that the group
chose to make a transition from an instru-
mental action learning orientation tt) an ide-
ology that values introspection of intraper-
sonal reasoning processes and resulting
interpersonal patterns.

The implication of this case suggests that
OD practitioners, when serving as facilitators,
may need to clarify ahead of time whether
they will be pursuing action leaming or action
science change. Participants need to know in
advance whether anticipated changes will
arise from frequent questioning of their action
interventions, common in action learning, or
from in-depth exploration of their reasoning
processes, more typical of action science. Like-
wise, organizational sponsors need to know
whether they'll get a completed project ot" sig-
nificance in addition to prospectively more ef-
fective interventionists or an organizational
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culture in which there is far more consistency
{even under stressful conditions) between
what people say they will do and what in fact
they do.

Methodology

The methods employed in action learning
and action science are compatible in the sense
that both use groups as the primary vehicle of
participation and both focus on real problems.
Further, although group development can be
a secondary goal of the experience, both tend
to focus on one individual at a time. Both also
attend to real problems occurring in the par-
ticipants' work settings, though less so in ac-
tion science. What differentiates the two is
what is being processed at any given moment
as well as the content of the discussion.

Action learning focuses more on prob-
lems arising from the handling or mishan-
dling of "there-and-then" on-the-job project
interventions. For example, PepsiCo's "Build-
ing the Business" leadership program for se-
nior executives sandwiches a three-month
"growth project" between preparatory five-
day and culminating three-day workshops. In
the first workshop, participants hear from
CEO Roger Enrico regarding his model of
leadership and receive feedback on their lead-
ership styles. At this time, they also develop
action plans and visualize obstacles they'll
need to overcome in implementing their pro-
jects. The projects are substantial: combatting
private label competitors, for example, or
working out joint ventures.

In the follow-up workshop, participants
review their progress, including successes
and shortcomings. Throughout the dialogue,
they evaluate the contribution of Enrico's
model of leadership as well as the application
of their own theories of action to their project.

This program demonstrates that al-
though action learning is concerned with cur-
rent problems, the issues tend to be strategic
rather than here-and-now concerns arising
from ongoing interachons among members of
the set. Interpersonal issues may well surface,
but their elicitation is designed more to in-
crease the communication effectiveness

among set members than to probe individual
members' mental models. When the action
learning set is functioning effectively, feed-
back to individuals is open, direct, and un-
burdened by hidden agendas.

Although concerned with workplace
problems, an action science process is just as
likely to focus on here-and-now interactions
occurring among members of the group.
Where workplace problems are chosen, the
group process is designed to not only im-
prove the work activity but also to serve as a
means to help participants initiate Model II
action models. Facilitators are also inclined to
create on-line experiments to help partici-
pants focus on their mental models. For ex-
ample, they might elicit the attributions and
evaluations the participants are making about
themselves, about others in the group, or
about the situation being depicted. The idea is
to slow participants down so they can focus
on the inferential steps taken in leaping from
data to conclusions.

One familiar method is known as "left-
hand column." A page is split into two
columns. Participants use the right-hand col-
umn to depict an actual or contemplated con-
versation with a co-worker. On the left-hand
side, they write what they thought or felt but
did not say. For example, on the right side, a
participant (call her Darlene) might respond
to a co-worker's unexpected absence from an
important meeting by writing:

That's all right that you couldn't make
it in yesterday. I know you had a bad
cough and, as it turns out, I was able
to finish the proposal on my own
anyway.

On the left-side, Darlene writes:

I was furious at you! How could you
let me down like that. Without your
cost analysis, the proposal didn't have
a prayer. Big deal that you had a
cough. I can't tell you how many times
I've come in with far worse.

After presenting her left-hand column to
the group, Darlene might be invited to re-
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spond to a number of queries leading to some
extensive reflection. For example, what pre-
vented her from saying ali or some of her feel-
ings? What inferential leaps was she making
from the data to which she had access? If she
had more data, would she be drawing the
same conclusions? Were her espoused beliefs
consistent with her own actions? What action
strategies could she have engaged in to pro-
duce more effective consequences?

Management

Both approaches require the presence of a
skilled facilitator, but the skills used are dif-
ferent and in some instances might even be
contradictory. In classic action learning, the
facilitator's role is clearly more passive than in
action science. Revans conceived of the role as
that of a "mirror" to merely reflect conditions
in the set in such a way that members could
learn by themselves and from each other.
Others have suggested that the role of facili-
tator be elevated to that of a critical contribu-
tor of the overlooked P {programmed instruc-
tion) or of theory. P's role is to inform
spontaneous inquiry and offer alternative
frames of problems.

Moreover, creative problem-solving de-
vices, such as synectics, which introduces
metaphor or analogy in an informal inter-
change, can be introduced to stimulate group
and individual problem exploration. Many
standard group process techniques are also
available to advance the development of
learning teams, resulting in improved effi-
ciency and effectiveness.

The amount of direct intervention taken
by action learning facilitators will vary de-
pending on each facilitator's comfort level.
The early proponents called for infinite pa-
tience in order to permit skills in insight and
inquiry to develop. Naturally, some early
modeling of active listening might be re-
quired. Facilitators, however, were not to for-
get that the ultimate aim was to make the
learner the center of the experience.

One way to talk about facilitator differ-
ences is by referring to the level of inference
used to diagnose and intervene in the respec-

tive technologies. Facilitators and group
members need to make inferences, since deci-
sions often have to be reached without all the
information being known or expressed. In ac-
tion learning, facilitators tend to be content
working at a low level of inference. For exam-
ple, if a group member named Jane talks
about avoiding a co-worker because "he is
discourteous," the facilitator might ask Jane to
describe what this co-worker does that leads
to the inference of discourteousness.

In this instance, an explanation is re-
quired since the team may need to (1) deter-
mine how closely Jane works with this indi-
vidual, (2) identify what he does that implies
discourteousness, and {3) assuming that the
behavior is indeed discourteous, suggest how
she can learn to either work around the co-
worker or confront him to change the behav-
ior. The inference in this case is considered to
be low level, since a relatively small amount
of information is needed to clarify the behav-
ior in question. Higher level inferences tend
to concern such issues as trust, power, and de-
fensiveness.

Action science facilitators, when given
permission by members, will often probe into
members' defensive behavior. For instance, a
salesperson named Jay complained that his
two colleagues broke a trust built on a "one
for all" mentality that they had long agreed
on. When encouraged to explain what they
did, he alleged that they were planning to
"ace him out of a commission" on a joint en-
deavor. However, he admitted that he had no
real evidence of this presumed plot.

By engaging in an on-line simulation
with some fellow team members who volun-
teered to play the part of his colleagues. Jay
was able to work through his own fears of los-
ing control in this three-way arrangement. He
was able to analyze his fear of a loss of trust as
his own defensive behavior arising from feel-
ings of vulnerability whenever he had to
work closely with others.

Although action science facilitators would
subscribe to the action learning precept that
the group eventually assume management of
the experience, action science skills require
considerable practice and development. It is
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difficult to learn how to surface inconsisten-
cies between a participant's governing values
and action strategies. Besides modeling, the fa-
cilitator needs to spend time actually teaching
and demonstrating Model II learning skills. In
working through individual and interperson-
al problems, leamers may have to reveal their
defenses, placing themselves in a personally
vulnerable position.

Facilitators thus need to be not only ade-
quately trained but also active in helping the
group member or members surface and deal
with their feelings. Eventually, as the group
gains confidence in using action science skills,
learners can serve as co-facilitators and even
begin to challenge the facilitator's action
strategies. At this point, the facilitator and the
membership can transform themselves into a
collaborative learning community.

Risk

No group experience is without some threat
to individual members, but action science po-
tentially subjects participants to more per-
sonal threat than normally occurs in action
learning sets. Action science intervention is
inevitably psychological since it often ex-
plores innermost feelings and emotional re-
actions, some of which are protected by so-
phisticated personal defenses. As these
defense mechanisms break down, members
may feel vulnerable and exposed. Of course,
they work through problems in the presence
of a sensitive and well-trained facilitator and
caring group members. Moreover, the action
science session is not therapeutic, in that it
aims at changes in work-based and interper-
sonal behavior rather than personality ad-
justment.

Action science participants often talk
about the difficulty of leaving their group and
having to face "the real world," both between
sessions and after the training is over. They
long for an organizational culture that appre-
ciates their hard work and endorses double-
loop learning as an organizational standard. It
is unfortunately rare to find corporate man-
agement that collectively commits not only to
acquiring and storing new knowledge but

also to interpreting it in a way that reveals or-
ganizational patterns, processes, and defen-
sive routines. Only in organizations with such
management can the risk of action science be
considered worthwhile in light of the poten-
tial learning afforded the organization.

Although it took five years of personal
and interpersonal trial and development, the
directorship of Monitor Co., a 350-person con-
sulting firm, seems to have produced a pre-
dominant Model II learning pattern, accord-
ing to their consultant, Chris Argyris. Their
meeting transcripts, for example, illustrate
significant reductions in the number of
untested or undiscussable inferences and at-
tributions that the directors make of each oth-
er. There is more encouragement of double-
loop learning and inquiry, not only at the
director level, but among staff consultants
and even, in some cases, with clients.

Action learning subjects its participants to
a different level of risk, which can again be
characterized as instrumental. Normally, set
members are working on a project in con-
junction with learning team meetings. Al-
though they are well-advised throughout the
process, they may end up working on a pro-
ject that they cannot bring to a successful con-
clusion. In some instances, a project may fail
due to circumstances beyond a member's
control. In other instances, a participant may
attempt a change that goes beyond the orga-
nization's coping capacity.

In either case, failure may imply incom-
petence, leading to possible career derail-
ment. The personal risk described here can be
overcome by organizational support that con-
ceives of failure or suboptimal performance as
an opportunity for organizational learning,
Lack of management support, however, can
seriously expose the participant.

In one project, a commercial sales repre-
sentative for a utility undertook a project to
expand the company's economic develop-
ment activity. Unfortunately, in the middle of
the project, his supervisor was transferred.
The new supervisor had little interest in the
project and withdrew financial support. The
project was scrapped, leaving the participant
both resentful about the company's commit-
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EXHIBIT 1
ACTION TECHNOLOGY CRITERIA AND DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN

ACTION LEARNING AND ACTION SCIENCE

Criteria
Philosophical Basis

Purpose

Time Frame of Change

Depth of Change

Epistemology

Nature of Discourse

Ideology

Methodology

Facilitator Role

Level of Inference

Personal Risk

Organizational Risk

Assessment

Learning Level

Action Learning
Humanism and action research

Behavioral change through reflection
on real practices

Short and mid-term

Interpersonal and instrumental

Placing theories into tacit experience

Rational, making meaning from
experience

Arising from intrinsic natural learning
processes within the group

Processing ot there-and-then problems
occurring within one's own work
setting

Passive, functioning as mirror to
expedite group processing
Low

Political, peer dissatisfaction or career
derailment resulting from poor project
performance

Moderate, needs top management and
supervisory management support
Project effectiveness, systemic change

Second-order, challenging assump-
tions underlying practice interventions

Actfon Science
Humanism and action research

Behavioral change through articulation
of reasoning processes and improved
public disclosure

Long-term

Interpersonal and intrapersonal

Making explicit tacit theorles-in-use

Emancipatory, exploring the premises
of beliefs

Subscribing to particularistic double-
loop leaming concerned with elicitation
of mental models

Processing ot here-and-now reason-
ing, or of on-line interactions

Active, demonstrating and orchestrat-
ing on-line Model II learning skills
High

Psychological, exposure of personal
defenses and vulnerabilities

Heavy, requires all management levels
to expose their assumptions

Managerial effectiveness, systemic
change

Third-order, challenging premises
underlying theories-in-use and underly-
ing management's governing values

ment to change and anxious about his future
career progression.

Assessment

As action research technologies, both action
learning and action science subscribe to an
assessment that values participant learning as
an ultimate goal. Both also have a secondary
objective of changing the participants' orga-
nizational systems through more effective ac-
tion by these same participants. Hence, both
need to be evaluated against a meta-compe-

tency of learning to learn, such that the
lessons of the training experience carry over
to new and unique situations. As both tech-
nologies profess a learner-centered humanist
philosophy, they also need to be evaluated
against a standard of free consent.

A critical difference concerns the level of
learning expected in each approach. Action
learning primarily focuses on what Gregory
Bateson terms "second-order learning." In
first-order learning, we move from using pre-
existing habitual responses (zero-order learn-
ing) to learning about them. In second-order
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learning ,̂ we learn about contexts sufficiently
to challenge the standard meanings underly-
ing our responses. Accordingly, action learn-
ing helps participants learn to challenge the
assumptions and meanings they use in plan-
ning and undertaking their project interven-
tions. As they perfect their reflective skills,
they tend to develop confidence in transfer-
ring their learning outside the group context.

At Cable & Wireless PLC, a global telecom-
munications giant, a top leadership workshop
features five-month projects undertaken by
cross-business and cross-cultural teams. One
project endeavored to improve customer value
by coordinating account management activities
around the world. Comparable projects have
been undertaken at Grace Cocoa, which has
been using a form of action leaming called Ac-
tion Reflection Learning since 1993. The com-
pany's vice president of human resources cred-
its action learning with helping managers
become more proficient working across cultur-
al boundaries, a key objective in a company
that operates on five continents.

Although some action learning facilita-
tors risk moving their sets into third-order
learning, it is undoubtedly an important
province of action science. Third-order learn-
ing brings the very premises of tacit theories-
in-use into question. It is learning about the
"context of contexts" so that participants can
hold a virtual reflective conversation with
their situations, fn this way, action science re-
conceives our practice world to reveal the tac-
it processes that underlie our reasoning.

Action science intervention is more diffi-
cult to assess, in that its effects can be mea-
sured only over the long run. Systemic
change is likely to occur when a critical mass
of organizational members begin to act in ac-
cordance with a Model II learning strategy.
Action learning can bear nearly immediate re-
sults, at least in terms of finished and, in some
instances, successful projects that can impact
the organization's bottom line.

The participants' learning orientation is
designed to be contagious. For example, a
participant in one of our school's executive
development programs designed as his action
learning project a program to arrest the

spread of an oral disease as part of his com-
pany's dental health program in less devel-
oped countries. His commitment to involve
multiple stakeholders was so effective as to
constitute an eventual framework for launch-
ing other strategic inihatives.

Throughout the planning process, how-
ever, little attention was paid to the possible
negative consequences of using the compa-
ny's charity as a public relations ploy. Such a
probe might well have ensued, however, un-
der achon science effectiveness criteria, which
would have sanctioned not only an examina-
tion of the project's underlying assumptions
but also the very governing values of its gen-
esis and operation.

CONCLUSION

To those practitioners interested in humanis-
tically derived cognitive and behavioral
change in organizations, there may not ap-
pear to be significant distinctions among the
burgeoning action technologies in use today.

Nevertheless, at the point of implementa-
tion, these approaches may vary considerably
in the impact they have on participants as
well as on the organization or unit sponsoring
the change. Hence, facilitators need to under-
stand the philosophical assumptions underly-
ing each approach. A number of significant
distinctions between two of the more popular
strategies have been drawn in this article and
are summarized in Exhibit 1.

OD facilitators need to understand these
distinctions so that they can forecast and il-
lustrate respective methods and likely effects.
Those who may be experienced in both ap-
proaches also need to know whether and
how to shift gears in the midst of an interven-
tion as they lead a group into transition, say
from action learning to action science. As OD
intervention strategies become more special-
ized, practitioners must become more skilled
in their own theory and practice.

To order reprints, call 800-644-2464 (ref. number
8321). For photocopy permission, see page 80.
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